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Abstract: Focussed Bayesian fusion is a local Bayesian fusion technique by that high
costs caused by Bayesian fusion can get circumvented. This publication addresses
globally optimal decision making on the basis of a focussed Bayesian model. There-
fore, common decision criteria under linear partial information and in particular prin-
ciples of lazy decision making are applied. We also present an interval scheme for
global posterior probabilities whose informativeness is notably high.

1 Introduction

Bayesian theory delivers a powerful methodology for the fusion of homogeneous and het-

erogeneous information sources [BHSG08]. By the Bayesian fusion methodology, a lot of

problems within the context of information fusion can be solved [Koc10]. To reduce the

computational costs of Bayesian fusion, we developed local Bayesian fusion approaches,

at which the actual fusion task gets concentrated on a local context U . See for example

[BHS06, SB08]. A local context is an adequately chosen subset of the space Z that is

spanned by the range of the Properties of Interest (PoI). Ignoring Z \U completely deliv-

ers a straightforward local Bayesian fusion scheme, which we termed focussed Bayesian

fusion. See for example [SHGB09, SHGB10].

On the basis of the resulting focussed posterior distribution1, it is not possible to recon-

struct the global posterior distribution, which would result if Bayesian fusion was per-

formed with respect to whole Z in a unique manner. However, combining facts about the

connection between the focussed and the global posterior distribution with facts about con-

struction rules that lead to an adequately chosen local context U , the unknown global pos-

terior distribution can be bounded from both above and below within U [San09, SHGB10].

Due to additional constraints, the informativeness of the resulting interval scheme for

1According to the nature of the involved quantities, the term distribution has a mixed meaning as discrete

probability function and probability density.
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